PIECES
INCLUDED

Mattress Slat
(Matelas latte)
x11

Part A1
x12

Mattress Support Rail
(Support de matelas)
x2

Part A2
x12

Part E
x12

Part C
x12

End Panel
(Panneau d’extrémité)
x2

CARAVAN DIVAN TWIN
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Backrest
(Panneau d’appui)
x1

Side Panel
(Panneau latéral)
x2

Step 6 Mattress Slats Lay Mattress Slats on top of Mattress Support Rails, using the
available recesses to evenly place rails.
Enjoy!

More fun when done with two people. Even better with an electric screwdriver.
Step 1 Installing E Begin with the two End Panels. There are 6 holes on each panel.
Screw part E into all 6 of these holes. Do this on both end panels.

ENTIRELY ORIGINAL.
DESIGN FOR
A SUSTAINABLE CULTURE.

Step 2 Installing A2 Insert part A2 into both holes on the short edges of each End
Panel and Backrest. Face the opening in A2 that does not fit part A1 towards the
smaller boring in the Side Panel.

Made with uncompromising craftsmanship by traditional woodworkers in the USA
from 100% sustainably-harvested, solid, domestic wood, the Divan is a celebration
of craft and contemporary American woodworking.

Step 3 Attaching Side Panels Keep one End Panel on the floor and pickup one Side
Panel. Pass parts E through the borings on the edge of the side panel and also
through part A2. When lining up the Side Panel keep the face with six holes toward
the inside of the divan. When in place install part A1 in each A2 and tighten with
supplied Allen Key. Repeat this process for the other Side Panel and Backrest.

The unique character of the natural material is an integral part of the design that
will only improve with age and use.
As with all of our pieces, we used the most sustainable materials and methods
available. This piece is manufactured in America, upholding the long-standing
regional tradition of furniture making and the craftspeople who are a part of it.
Designed to be as socially and environmentally responsible as it is beautiful, this
piece was built to last for generations of use.
www.kalonstudios.com | www.kalonstudios.de

Allen Key
x1

Step 4 Attaching Second End Panel Pick up the second End Panel and flip it so part
E is facing down. Align all part E’s with holes in the Side Panels and Backrest. Install
part A1 in each A2 and tighten with supplied Allen Key. Carefully tip the divan onto
its feet.
Step 5 Attaching Mattress Support Rails There are two mattress height options,
select your prefered height and attach Mattress Support Rails to Side Panels using
parts C. Using a phillips head screwdriver, turn to tighten.

E

